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Abstract 
Sensors are widely used in all aspects of our daily life including factories, hospi-

tals and even our homes. Discovering time series association rules from sensor 

data can reveal the potential relationship between different sensors which can be 

used in many applications. However, the time series association rule mining al-

gorithms usually produce rules much more than expected. It’s hardly to under-

stand, present or make use of the rules. So we need to prune and summarize the 

huge amount of rules.  In this paper, a two-step pruning method is proposed to 

reduce both the number and redundancy in the large set of time series rules. Be-

sides, we put forward the BIGBAR summarizing method to summarize the rules 

and present the results intuitively. 

Keywords: time series association rules, rule pruning, rule summary, BIGBAR 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Rule discovery is one of the central tasks of data mining [1]. Association rule mining 

can be used to find hidden correlations among different items within a data set [6]. In 

the age of the Internet of Things and big data, a large amount of time series data is 

generated from sensors. Discovering association rules from time series data can be use-

ful in many fields. 

Existing research has proposed a number of algorithms for the mining of association 

rules from time series data. However, the problem is the number of discovered rules are 

too many, and the large number of rules may include several redundant rules. These 

rules cannot be used directly, or be presented to users. Hence, it’s necessary to summa-

rize the discovered time series association rules. 

There are many methods that can be used to summarize general association rules, 

such as pruning, clustering and finding interesting rules. However, the time series asso-

ciation rules are different from general association rules. First of all, these two types of 

rules are mined from different types of data. Time series association rules are mined 

from time series data, for example sensor data, which has high dimensional, numerical 

and is of a continuous nature [3]. General association rules are mined from transaction 

data, such as supermarket sales data. Secondly, we use different algorithms for the min-

ing. Thirdly, the items of the two types of rules are in different form. The items of time 

series rules are strings, while the items of general rules are sets of attributes. Therefore, 

summarizing methods for general association rules cannot be used for time series asso-

ciation rules. We need to find new methods to summarize the discovered time series 

association rules and make the rules more understandable. 

1.2 Overall Aim 

There are many redundant rules in the large sets of time series association rules, and the 

rules are chaotic. It’s difficult to get useful information from the rules. In this work, the 

aim is to find the useful information from the large number of rules and make them more 

understandable. First of all, pruning methods are introduced to reduce the number of 

rules and prune redundant rules. The summarizing method BIGBAR aims to get inter-

esting rules and give a summary of the rules.  

Analyzing times series association rules may involve several different algorithms and 

methods. The different algorithms and methods should be used in a specific order. This 

work will implement a framework containing all of the used algorithms and methods to 

make it easier for analysis to use. 
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1.3 Scope 

Analysis and summary of general association rules have been studied for many years. 

Several mature methods have been proposed in previous research. Therefore, this work 

will be limited to the analysis and summary of time series association rules. The study 

is based on the rules mined by existing mining algorithms. Pruning rules while mining, 

and improving the mining algorithms are not included.  

Time series data can be high dimensional, and the time series rules can have several 

attributes. But this work focuses on the two-item time series association rules and left 

the multi-items rules for future work. 

1.4 Concrete and Verifiable Goals 

In this work, we have three goals to achieve after analyzing and summarizing a large 

number of rules. 

(1) The large number of rules can make it difficult to find useful information, as there 

could be many redundant rules. The number of rules has to be reduced, and the 

redundant rules pruned.  

(2) After reducing the number of rules, many rules will remain in the rule sets. The 

remaining rules have to be summarized, and interesting rules among them have to 

be found. Methods to summarize time series association rules should be designed 

and implemented. 

(3) Time series association rules are chaotic if they are presented in one set, we want to 

present the rules hierarchically and graphically.  

1.5 Outline 

The rest of the work is arranged as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the theory and related 

work of the mining and summarizing of association rules. Chapter 3 describes the pro-

cess of the work and different methods used to achieve the goals. Chapter 4 proposes a 

framework structure and the design of the pruning and summarizing algorithms and 

methods. Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the framework. Chapter 6 shows 

the experiment process and results. Chapter 7 concludes the work and describes future 

work. 

1.6 Contribution 

A framework for summarizing time series association rules is proposed. The pruning 

method is used to keep the representative rules without much of information loss. Also, 

a summary of remaining rules provided, as well as interesting rules for users. As it is 
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difficult to present or to see large number of rules at once, a Bipartite Graph Based As-

sociation Rules (BIGBAR) method is introduced, to show and analyze rule clusters. The 

rules in each cluster have similar left and right items. Instead of finding single interesting 

rules, interesting rule clusters are located. Finally, we provide representative rules of 

each interesting rule cluster. 
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2 Theory 
This chapter deals with the theory of the project. First, general concepts and the process 

of data analysis are presented. Then we introduce the concepts of general association 

rules, temporal association rules and time series association rules. The rule mining algo-

rithms and related work of rule pruning and summary are also presented.  

2.1 Data Analysis 

Data analysis is a process used to obtain raw data and convert it into useful information. 

Statistician John Tukey defined data analysis as: “Procedures for analyzing data, tech-

niques for interpreting the results of such procedures, ways of planning the gathering of 

data to make its analysis easier, more precise or more accurate, and all the machinery 

and results of (mathematical) statistics which apply to analyzing data”[27]. 

“Data analysis, also known as analysis of data or data analytics, is a process of inspect-

ing, cleansing, transforming, and modeling data with the goal of discovering useful in-

formation, suggesting conclusions, and supporting decision-making” [29]. The general 

process is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.1 Data Analysis Process. 
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2.2  Association Rules 

Association rules mining is a rule-based machine learning method for discovering inter-

esting relations between variables in large databases. Rakesh Agrawal et al. [2] intro-

duced association rules for discovering regularities between products in large-scale 

transaction data. 

We follow the general definition as presented in [2], let I = {I1, 𝐼2,…, 𝐼𝑚} be a set of 

literals, called items. Let D be a set of transactions, where each transaction T is a set of 

items such that T is a subset of I. Association with each transaction is a unique identifier, 

called TID. We say that a transaction T contains X, a set of some items in I, if X ⊆ T. 

An association rule is an implication of the form X=> Y, where X, Y are sets of some 

items in I. X is called antecedent or left-hand-side, and Y is called consequent or right-

hand-side. 

Given a set of transactions D, the problem of mining association rules is to generate all 

association rules that have support and confidence greater than the user-specified mini-

mum support and minimum confidence respectively [21]. Finding such rules is valuable 

in applications such as cross marketing, attached mailing applications and customer seg-

mentation based on buying patterns. 

The absolute support of an item set X is defined as the total occurrences of I in D.  

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑎(X) = |{ i |A < I, 0 < i < |D|}| ,                                               (1) 

where the item set X ⊆ I.  

For the relative support of the X, which uses the total number of the A, divide the total 

number of D. 

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑟(X) =  
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑎(𝑋)

|𝐷|
.                                                       (2) 

For the association rule, such as ‘X → Y’, where X and Y are item sets that have no 

intersection, we use the absolute support and the relative support to measure the associ-

ation rule. Support calculates the occurrence of the rule in the data set. The absolute 

support and the relative support of the rule can be defined as follows: 

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑎(𝑋 → 𝑌) =  𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑎(𝑋 ∪ 𝑌),                                                (3) 

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑟(𝑋 → 𝑌) =
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑎(𝑋 ∪ 𝑌)

|𝐷|
.                                                (4) 

We also need to introduce the concept of confidence. Confidence is when item set X 

happens, and the frequency of item set Y. The formulation of the confidence is shown 

below: 

conf(X → Y) =  
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑎(𝑋 → 𝑌)

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑎(𝑋)
 .                                              (5) 
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2.3 Temporal Association Rules 

As introduced above, association rules mining is used to find the association rules in 

transaction datasets. D could be a data file, a relationship table, or the result of a rela-

tional expression. However, these datasets cannot be temporal datasets labeled with con-

tinuous timestamps, such as sensor data, stock data, and weather data. These data are 

produced continuously and any data in the dataset has a timestamp. There are three dif-

ferences between time series data and transaction data. Firstly, the scale of the time series 

may be very large. Secondly, time series from sensors have high dimensions. Thirdly, 

the continuous nature means that the order of every point has to be considered. 

To find the relationship between temporal datasets, a temporal association rules.  

Time series S can be defined as the ordered sequence (𝑠1,𝑠2,…,𝑠𝑚), which has m data 

points. Each data point has a timestamp and a numeric value. For the discretized time 

series, the basic rule format is if X happens once, then Y will happen at time T. X and 

Y are substrings. The temporal association rule is as follows: 

X
𝑇
⇒ 𝑌.                                                                             (6) 

The absolute support and the relative support are as the same as the general association 

rules. The formulation is shown below: 

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑎 (𝑋
𝑇
⇒ 𝑌) = 𝐹(𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑇),                                                       (7) 

F(A, B, T) = |{i |ai = X ∩ Y ∈ {𝑆𝑖+1, … 𝑆𝑖+𝑇−1}}| .                                  (8) 

where F(A,B,T) means the number of A when the B follows A in T time. 

2.3.1 Time Series Association Rules 

Time series association rules can be regarded as a special kind of temporal association 

rule. Temporal association rules are usually mined from transaction data with a time 

attribute, and the time series association rules are mined from continuous time series 

data. In this work, we only use time series association rules to explain the rules mined 

from time series data. Usually, the left items of time series association rules are signal 

sequences of one time series and the right item is a resulting sequence of another time 

series. As we can see in Figure 2.2, there are two time series data: time series s1 and time 

series s2. 
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Figure 2.2 Two examples of time series data 

It’s easy to find the relation between the two time series. If there is a ‘up’ pattern in time 

series s1, there will be a ‘down’ pattern in time series s2 after a time interval. Although 

we can see the relation, it’s impossible to find all the relations manually when time series 

data sets are large and with high dimension. Using the time series association rules min-

ing algorithms, we can obtain the following rule: 

There are two items corresponding to the two attributes in the time series. The left item 

corresponds to the data in time series s1 and the right item corresponds to the data in time 

series s2. The support number is 3 because there are three situations meeting the rule and 

the confidence is 100%.When the ‘up’ pattern appears in s1, the probability of the s2 

pattern appearing in s2 is 100%. For general association rules, we always calculate the 

relative support, but for time series association rules, absolute support can be used be-

cause the quantity number of the whole time series data set is different when the time 

interval is different. 

There is some difference between the general association rules and time series associa-

tion rules. The data source of general association rules are transaction data. The data 

recorded in the transaction data set contains the statistics of a certain number of attributes. 

The attributes are discrete and can be in any data format. However, the data source of 

time series association rules have several time series attributes. The time series attributes 

are continuous and usually numerical. 

When we look at the two types of rules, the items in general association rules are sets of 

some attributes and the values of the attributes are single values. The items in time series 

association rules are not single value but continuous pattern attributes. If the pattern has 

only one signal, it will be the same as the general rules. The differences are shown in 

Table 2.1. The item format of general association rules is an attribute set. For example, 

if someone has a work with a monthly salary more than 4000 dollars and credit record 

is good, a bank will approve his or her credit card application. The format of time series 

association rules is a continuous attribute value. For example, the temperature sensor 

continuously rising can lead to reduced humidity. The value is not the continuous nu-

merical values because the numerical values can be preprocessed by mining algorithms. 

For this rule, the algorithms transform the numerical values into pattern sequences. 

 

up in time series s1  down in time series s2   support=3  confidence=1.0 
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 General Association Rule Time Series Association 
Rule 

Item format {attribute1 = 1, attribute2 = b,… } attribute = aaabb 

Example {monthly salary>=$4000, credit rec-
ords = good}  {credit card = ap-
proved} 

temperature: up-up-up  
humidity: down-level 

Table 2.1 The format of items and examples of general association rules and time se-

ries association rules. ‘a’ and ‘b’ represent different values.  

What we can learn from the nature of rules is that the left and right items are continuous 

values of attributes, and the left and right items are sequences with a fixed order that 

cannot be divided. 

Last but not the least, the time series association rules have time intervals. For example 

in Table 2.1, the rule temperature: up-up-up  humidity: down-level represents the tem-

perature increasing three times, and the humidity decreasing But the humidity will not 

decrease as soon as the temperature increases. There must be a time interval after the 

temperature increase. However, for the general association rules, there is no time interval 

or time delay between the left item sets and right item sets. 

2.4 Association Rule Mining Algorithms 

2.4.1 Apriori Algorithm 

General association rule mining has been studied for a long time. There are many 

algorithms that can be used. The Apriori algorithm is one of the most widely used 

methods. The algorithm is used for finding frequent item sets and association rule 

learning over transactional data sets. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.1 and 

Algorithm 2.2. 

Algorithm 2.1  Apriori algorithm rule generation  

1:  for each frequent k-itemset 𝑓𝑘, k ≥ 2 do 

2:       𝐻1 =  𝑓𝑘      {1-item consequents of the rule} 

3:       call ap-genrules(𝑓𝑘,𝐻1) 

4:  end for 

Algorithm 2.2  Procedure ap-genrules(𝑓𝑘,𝐻𝑚) 

1: for each ℎ𝑚 ∈  𝐻𝑚  do 

2:      conf = σ(𝑓𝑘)/σ(𝑓𝑘 − ℎ𝑚) 

3:      if  conf  ≥ minconf  then 

4:             output  the rule (𝑓𝑘 − ℎ𝑚) → ℎ𝑚 

5:      else 

6:             delete  ℎ𝑚 from 𝐻𝑚 

7:      end if 

8:  end for 

9:  if  k > m +1  then 
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10:     𝐻𝑚+1 = apriori-gen(𝐻𝑚) 

11:      call ap-genrules(𝑓𝑘, 𝐻𝑚+1) 

12: end if 

 

2.4.2 Temporal Association Rule Discovery 

Association rules mining in transactional data sets has been studied for many years. 

Temporal association rules mining is designed to discover the underlying relationship in 

time series data, something which is still a new field.  

In [23], Juan M. Ale et al. expand the notion of association rules incorporating time to 

the frequent item sets discovered. The concept of temporal support is introduced and the 

algorithm Apriori is modified to incorporate the temporal notions. In [24], Ting-Feng 

Tan et al. proposed a modified framework applying temporal association rule mining to 

financial time series. They proposed the Multi-level Intensive Subset-based Training 

(MIST) algorithm and used it to extract the subset data of the significant rules in a re-

cursive fashion. They used hypotesting to overcome the problem of ignored useful rules 

which do not satisfy the support threshold.  

In [3], they mined temporal association rules from sensor time series data. The general 

association methods can only deal with data which are symbolic and discrete. They pro-

pose a useful framework which includes pre-processing, representation, discretization 

and temporal association mining. A modified discretization method is proposed which 

can combine the advantages of other methods, such as piecewise aggregate approxima-

tion (PAA), knee point selection, symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX) and mono-

tonicity feature extraction. A modified Apriori algorithm is proposed to discover special 

patterns and normal rules.  

2.5 Pruning of Association Rules 

Association rules are a fundamental class of patterns that exist in data. The key strength 

of association rule mining is its completeness. It finds all associations in the data that 

satisfy the user specified minimum support and minimum confidence constraints. This 

strength often produces a large number of associations [5].  

Although the rule mining algorithms have improved a lot, many redundant rules remain 

in the resulting rules. The large sets of rules makes it more difficult to apply the rules. 

For rules visualization, it’s difficult to present all the rules clearly. The redundant rules 

also prevent finding the important information of the rules. Therefore, much research 

has been dedicated to pruning the association rules and extracting the most interesting 

and informative rules form a large set of resulting rules.  

Pruning of redundant rules for general association rules has been studied for years. For 

pruning or grouping rules, several techniques are used, such as rule structure cover meth-

ods, informative cover methods and rule clustering. Another way of selecting association 
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rules is based on interestingness measures such as support, confidence, and correlation 

[9]. 

In [4], Toivonen et al., referring to the structure of the rules, describe a conservative and 

fast pruning approach. The structured cover contains the most general rules of the orig-

inal rule set. The method is based on the observation that for all attribute sets X, Y, and 

Z, we have m(XYZ)  ⊆  m(XZ)  i.e., a rule X → Z matches a super set of the database 

rows matched by the rule XY → Z. If such rule XY → Z are removed from a rule cover, 

the remaining set is also a rule cover. In [13] and [14], they give a subset of rules that 

can cover all of the database transactions or important information. This technique is 

called close item set or rule cover. 

In [5], Bing Liu et al. propose a novel technique to prune the discovered association rules 

to remove insignificant associations. They measure the significance of a rule using chi-

square test (χ2) for correlation from statistics. Chi-square test statistics (χ2) is a widely 

used method for testing independence and/or correlation [25]. A χ2 value of 0 implies 

the attributes are statistically independent. If it is above a certain threshold, we reject the 

independent hypo. They define the relevance of the three rules: positive correlation, neg-

ative correlation and independence. Given a rule r, they try to prune r using each ancestor 

rule R (which has the same consequent as r but fewer or 0 conditions) of r. They perform 

a χ2 test on r with respect to R. If the test shows a positive correlation, it is kept. Other-

wise, r is pruned.  

In order to eliminate redundant rules, in [6], Ashrafi et al. Proposed several ways to 

divide all association rules into two groups based on the rules that either have the same 

antecedent or consequent item set. After that, they closely analyzed the support and con-

fidence of each rule in these groups and eliminated redundant rules. In contrast to other 

existing redundant rule elimination frameworks, the proposed approach eliminates re-

dundant rules without losing higher confidence rules and/or rules that cannot be replaced 

by other rules. For example, it considers rule AB->C as redundant, if rule A->C and B-

>C have higher or at least equal confidence to the rule AB->C. In the same way, it con-

siders rule A->BC as redundant, if and only if rules such as A->B and A->C are present 

in that set. 

In [7], Szymon Jaroszewicz et al. proposed a solution where redundant association rules 

were pruned using the maximum entropy method, in addition to a method accelerating 

the maximum entropy calculation by using a closed form formula. The method has been 

experimentally proven to produce relatively small rules of interaction within a reasona-

ble time.  

Interestingness measures are important techniques for rules pruning. In [9], Kannan et 

al. study how rule clusters are distributed across different interest metrics. They tried 40 

different interesting measures, including e.g. support, confidence, elevator, and Gini in-

dex. Because measurement accuracy, specificity, and the Gini index give results similar 
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to those using all association rules, they can be used to trim rules. In addition, it allows 

the researcher or user to define the interesting or redundant rules [15]. 

2.6 Summary Methods for Association Rules 

Pruning algorithms can be used to reduce the number of rules and eliminate insignificant 

rules. Usually, many rules remain after pruning. In addition, the rules are usually sym-

bolic rules which are difficult to read or analyze manually. If we want to understand the 

rules and present them to users, we need to summarize them.  

Clustering algorithms are usually used when summarizing rules. In [10], Alipio Jorge 

proposed a method for grouping and summarizing large sets of association rules accord-

ing to the items contained in each rule. They use hierarchical clustering to partition the 

initial rule set into thematically coherent subsets. The hierarchical clustering algorithm 

will be introduced later. Their method “enables the summarization of the rule set by 

adequately choosing a representative rule from each subset, and helps in the interactive 

exploration of the rule model by the user”. 

In [11], Brian Lent et al. proposed a geometric-based algorithm, BitOp, for the classifi-

cation of systems embedded in association rule clusters. They use the minimum descrip-

tive length “(MDL) principle to measure the quality of ARCS generated segments, 

which encode clusters on several databases, including noise and errors”. The amplifica-

tion experiments show that the ARCS using the BitOp algorithm has a linear relationship 

with the data volume. 

According to [12], the distance measurement of clustering such as Euclidean distance, 

Minkowski distance, and Hamming distance often have some limitations, and cannot 

effectively deal with association rule clustering. Fuzzy clustering is more advanced 

when dealing with data simulation, and the results are easier to understand and use. Pi 

Dechang et al. [12] proposed a new clustering algorithm based on the association rules 

of dynamic trees that can be used to implement fuzzy clustering. 

Finding a representative rule or an optimal rule subset is another widely used method to 

extract useful information and summarize association rules. In [5], they introduce direc-

tion setting rules (DS rules), which are positive correlation rules that set the direction in 

which the non-directional setting rules follow. DS rules are representative rules and im-

portant rules in a regular data set. 

In addition, in [17], Mika Klemettinen et al. introduced a rule template method, trying 

to find a template for different types of rules. It can be used to get a general idea of the 

rules. They show the simple formalization of rule templates, which can easily describe 

the structure of interesting rules. Their methods are effective, but suffer from application 

restrictions. 

There are different ideas to summarize association rules. Grouping and clustering of 

rules can be used in rules segmentation, while extracting representative rules can be a 
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quick way to get more information using fewer rules. Whatever the method used, the 

aim is to make it easier to understand rules and use rules with better precision. 

2.7 Hierarchical Clustering of Rules 

In data mining and statistics, hierarchical clustering is as method of cluster analysis 

which aims to build a hierarchy of clusters. “Strategies for hierarchical clustering gen-

erally fall into two types: agglomerative and divisive. The first type is a “bottom up” 

approach. Each observation starts in its own cluster, and pairs of clusters are merged 

while moving up the hierarchy. The second type is a “top down” approach. All observa-

tions start in one cluster, and splits are performed recursively while moving down the 

hierarchy. In general, both are determined in a greedy manner. The results of hierarchical 

clustering are usually presented in a dendrogram”. An example of a dendrogram is 

shown in Figure 2.2.  

 

Figure 2.2 Dendrogram of Hierarchical Clustering. 

 

At the beginning, every letter is a cluster. Then, the closest clusters will merge into one 

cluster, like ‘b’ and ‘c’ or ‘d’ and ‘e’. This process will be performed iteratively until 

they are merged into one cluster. 

Association rules can also be clustered using a hierarchical clustering algorithm. At the 

beginning, each rule is a single cluster. The closest rules will merge into one cluster until 

all rules are merged into a final cluster. To find the closest rules, the distance of the rules 

needs to be defined. In [10], they proposed a method to calculate the distance of rules 

based on the item sets. They define the distance between two rules r and s as the binary 

distance metric shown below:  
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dist(r, s) = 1 −
{𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑟} ∩ {𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑠}

{𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑟} ∪ {𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑠}
 .                                          (9) 

The binary distance between two rules is proportional to the number of items that occur 

in only one of the rules. 

The distance between two clusters C1 and C2 can be divided into three types: average 

distance, minimal distance and maximal distance. Average distance between C1 and 

C2 is the average distance between two rules of different clusters. The formulation is 

shown below: 

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝐶1𝐶2) =  
1

#𝐶1#𝐶2
∑ ∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑟, 𝑠)

𝑠∈𝐶2

.                          (10)

𝑟∈𝐶1

 

The minimal distance which corresponds to using the strategy single linkage, also 

called nearest-neighbor, for aggregating the clusters is defined as follows: 

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑠𝑔𝑙(𝐶1, 𝐶2) =  𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑟, 𝑠).                                  (11)𝑟∈𝐶1,𝑠∈𝐶2

min        

The maximal distance (complete linkage strategy) is obtained by using the max func-

tion instead of the min function: 

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑐𝑝𝑙(𝐶1, 𝐶2) =  𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑟, 𝑠).                             (12)𝑟∈𝐶1,𝑠∈𝐶2

max        

For any of the three strategies, when two clusters are aggregated, their inter-cluster dis-

tance corresponds to the height at which their aggregation appears on the dendrogram 

(tree representing the hierarchical clustering). The maximal and the average strategies 

tend to form compact clusters. Clusters formed with the minimal strategy tend to be less 

compact. 

An example of a dendrogram for a small set of rules is shown in Figure 2.3. The scale 

at the left shows the height of the aggregation. 
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Figure 2.3 Dendrogram for a small set of rules. 

 

By using the hierarchical clustering algorithm on association rules, we can easily obtain 

the rule clusters and make a summary of rules.  

2.8 Summary 

In this chapter, the concepts of association rules and temporal association rules have 

been introduced. General association rules are used for transaction data mining without 

timestamp. Temporal association rules take the time factor into consideration when min-

ing rules. The sensor time series rules constitute one type of temporal association rule, 

mined from a continuous sensor data stream, rather than transaction data.  

Different pruning and summarizing methods of association rules have also been intro-

duced in this chapter. The methods can be used in different situation, but not for time 

series association rules. 
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3 Methodology 
This chapter describes the process the work, which is divided into two parts: reducing 

the number of rules and summarizing the remaining rules. The general algorithms for 

general association rules are not suitable for time series association rules. Therefore 

pruning algorithms and summarizing algorithms for time series association rules should 

be design and be validated. 

3.1 Pre-work 

As preparation, related papers about the time series association rules mining, analyzing 

and summarizing association rules methods are studied, to get a picture of different 

approaches to mining, and how to find interesting information from rules. Using the 

ideas in general association rules, we can design methods for time series association 

rules. 

3.2 System Method 

In this work, a system framework including pruning and summarizing components has 

to be implemented. Users provide the discovered association rules as input, and the 

rules are processed with preprocessing, pruning and summarizing steps. The useful in-

formation will be the output of the system, and it will be presented in a well-organized 

way. The useful information could contain the analysis results of the rule sets and sum-

mary of the rule results. The schematic diagram of the framework can be seen in Figure 

3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the system framework. 
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3.3 Pruning Method 

3.3.1 Reducing Redundancy 

The pruning methods consider the nature of time series association rules. This work 

only studies the two-item time series association rules. There is only one attribute in the 

left and right items respectively. We can’t cut down the number of attributes to get 

general rules. In addition, the value of the attributes are continuous values with arbitrary 

length. We can use distance measurements to describe the structure similarity between 

different attributes.  

If two rules are the same, we can keep either of them. If the two rules are different but 

similar in structure, we can analyze the relationship between them. If one of the two 

rules can cover the information of the other, we can prune the second rule. We can 

design algorithms to reduce redundancy in this way. 

3.3.2 Evaluation 

The evaluation of pruning is divided into two different parts. One part is the number or 

the percentage of rules that have been pruned. This work can count the rules that have 

been pruned and the remaining rules. We will record the pruning rate and compare it to 

the existing pruning methods for general association rules.  

The other part is the information loss; any pruning algorithms can bring information 

loss, but this is not something that will be considered here for the following reasons: 

1) The information loss evaluation needs the time series data source where the associ-

ation rules are mined from is hard to get. 

2) We design the pruning method based on information cover. If the rule can cover the 

information or most information of another rule, it can be used to prune other rules. 

We don’t prune any rule if its information cannot be covered by the information of 

another. As much information as possible is kept. 

3) The purpose of the work is to summarize the rules and no redundant rules are de-

leted from the rule set. Instead more important rules are extracted from rule set for 

summarizing. All rules are kept in rule data set after pruning. 
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3.4 Summarizing Method 

3.4.1 Hierarchical Summarizing 

After pruning, the remaining rules are still disorganized and difficult to understand. We 

want to present the rules in a hierarchical way. If we regard the rules as nodes, the nodes 

are independent and spread in the rule sets at random before summarizing. The hierar-

chical clustering algorithms can be used to organize the nodes hierarchically. The high-

level rules are the most interesting rules which are presented in the top of the hierar-

chical structure, while the low-level rules are the details of higher level rules.  

When the hierarchical clustering is done, we can summarize the rules of different as-

pects. Finding interesting rules is the most important goal. Different users are interested 

in different rules so the interestingness measures should be well studied. In addition, 

the comparison between different clusters can be presented.  

3.4.2 Item Clustering Summarizing Method 

Rule clustering is another method used to summarize the rules. It’s practical to cluster 

the rules into different clusters and select a number of representative rules from each 

cluster. However, the rules are made up of both left and right items. We can split the 

rules into two left items and right items, and cluster the items respectively. Based on 

the item clusters we can study how the rules are distributed among the item clusters. 

In this way, we can find which item clusters are common items and how many rules are 

produced from each pair of item clusters. The pairs of items clusters that have many 

rules are interesting clusters, and those with fewer rules but high confidence are also 

interesting rules.  

3.4.3 Evaluation 

Firstly, for the summarizing method, we should get an overview of the data sets as a 

whole. Whichever method used, we should provide representative rules with general 

and interesting information. 

Secondly, we can get more information after using the summarizing method. We should 

transform the data into information and to make it easy to understand and use the rules.  

Thirdly, the method should give us different perspectives to understand the rules. From 

the left items to the right items direction, we can find how many right items can be 

related to the same left items. From the right items to the left items direction, we can 

know how many left items can lead to the same right item.  
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Summarizing methods are designed to visualize and understand rules more easily. They 

should be able to extract and present interesting information to users. In addition, they 

should mine a coherent relation between the left items and right items, which can give 

users useful information about the rules. 
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4 System Design 
In this section, we will introduce an optimal and quick pruning method for time series 

association rules. The method takes both the rules structure and the confidence inter-

estingness into account, which can keep more representative and simpler rules. 

For summarizing rules, we introduce a graph-based method called Bipartite Graph 

Based Association Rules (BIGBAR) to describe the interesting rule clusters and inter-

esting rules. We use the nodes to represent the item clusters and the edges to represent 

the relationship between the item clusters. So the bipartite graph can give users an in-

tuitive display of the association rules and make it easier to analyze the interesting rules 

or uninteresting rules.  

The general structure of our framework is shown in Figure 4.1. We will explain all the 

methods included in the framework next. 

 
                            Figure 4.1 Structure of framework. 

4.1 Pruning Time Series Rules 

Pruning is one way to reduce the redundancy and the step preceding the summarizing 

of rules. Here, we propose a method for time series association rules pruning. The 

method can be divided into two steps: pruning rules with the same right items and prun-

ing rules with the same left items. 
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We don’t delete any rules from datasets even if we prune them. We select rules to rep-

resent the rest of rules and decrease the effect of the less important rules when summa-

rizing them.  

4.1.1 Interestingness of Rules 

As introduced in Chapter 2, there are many different measures of interestingness. The 

different measures are suitable in different situations. Here, it’s necessary to use differ-

ent interestingness to value the rules. For the same structure of rules, the rules with 

higher confidence are regarded as the interesting rules. The confidence is used as inter-

estingness. For rules similar in structure and confidence, information cover can be used 

to evaluate the rules. Rules that cover more information than others can be regarded as 

interesting rules. Also, interestingness can be different for different users. We should 

provide interfaces for users to define the interestingness. 

4.1.2 Pruning Rules with the Same Left Item 

When we group time series association rules with the same left item, we may find that 

there are a lot of rules in some groups. That is, the same left item can lead to many 

different results. It’s confusing when you want to visualize rules or use them for pre-

diction. Therefore, we can prune some rules in each group. 

The proposed method considers both the structure of rules and the confidence of rules. 

In terms of structure, the left item is the same in each group. We only deal with the right 

items. If some right items are similar in structure, we prefer to keep a longer right item 

because for the same left item, a longer right item can give the user more information. 

However, we need to consider the factor of confidence as well. The higher confidence 

means a higher possibility of the right item if given the same left item. 

For example, there are two rules, R1 and R2 of time series A and B: 

𝑅1: p → b           [conf = 𝑐1]         

𝑅2: 𝑝 → 𝑐𝑏         [𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 = 𝑐2]        

We can find that the right items of the two rules are similar in structure. The right item 

of 𝑅1 is a substring of the right item of 𝑅2. According to the definition of confidence 

shown in Eq.(13),  

conf(X → Y) =
𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑋∩𝑌)

𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑋)
                                                  (13) 

we can get the expression of c1 and c2, 
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𝑐1 =
𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑝𝑏)

𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑝)
 

𝑐2 =
𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑝𝑐𝑏)

𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑝)
 

sup (pb) means ‘p’ shows up on time series A and ‘b’ shows up on time series B within 

a small space of time. sup(pcb) means ‘p’ is found in time series A and ‘cb’ is found in 

time series B. So we can infer that sup(pcb) ≤ sup (𝑝𝑏). It’s easy to find that 𝑐1 ≥  𝑐2. 

If 𝑐1 =  𝑐2, then R1 is a redundant rule. For the same pattern ‘p’ on time series A, R1 

indicates that there will be a ‘b’ on time series B with probability of c1, but R2 tells us 

there will be a ‘cb’ with the same probability, which gives us more information. We 

choose to keep the rule with more information. The formalized definition is given below: 

Definition 1: For rules 𝑅1, 𝑅2 with the same left item, if 𝑅1. 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 is a substring of 

𝑅2. 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 and 𝑅1. 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 ≤  𝑅2. 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓, 𝑅1 is a redundant rule. 

This example shows the details. The rules are as shown in Table 4.1. 

 Time Series Association Rules Confidence 

R1 dp -> ptu 0.83 

R2 dp -> td 0.92 

R3 dp -> t 0.92 

Table 4.1 Example rules for pruning 

 

The three rules are grouped within the same group with the same left item ‘dp’. R3’s 

right item ‘t’ is a substring of the other two rules. However, R1’s confidence is less than 

R3’s, which means that we can’t prune R3 through R1. R2’s confidence is equal to R3’s 

confidence. According to Definition 1, R2’s right item is a substring of R3’s right item, 

and R2’s confidence is equal to R3’s confidence, meaning that R3 is a redundant rule. 

4.1.3 Pruning Rules with the Same Right Item 

When we group time series association rules with the same right item together, we can 

find that there are also a lot of rules in some groups. That is, many different left items 

can lead to the same right item. For example, if there is a rule a->b with a high confi-

dence, there is a high probability that ac->b is also a rule. But the extra ‘c’ may or may 

not affect the result.  

For example, the two rules R1 and R2 of time series A and B: 

𝑅1: 𝑎 → 𝑡        [𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 =  𝑐1] 

𝑅2: 𝑎𝑏 → 𝑡      [𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 =  𝑐2] 
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R1 and R2 are two rules with the same right item. The left item of R1 is a substring of 

the left item of R2. According to Eq. (13), we can get : 

𝑐1 =
sup (𝑡)

sup (𝑎)
 

𝑐2 =
sup (𝑡)

sup (𝑎𝑏)
 

It’s obvious that sup(a) ≤ sup (𝑎𝑏), so 𝑐1 ≥  𝑐2.  

If 𝑐1 =  𝑐2, we regard R2 as a redundant rule because if there is a ‘a’ in time series A, 

with the probability of c1, we know that there will be a ‘t’ in time series B. But, if there 

is an ‘ab’ in sensor A, using the same probability we know that there will be a ‘t’ in 

sensor B. ‘b’ in R2 does not carry extra information. We want to keep the simpler of the 

two. The formalized definition is given below: 

Definition 2: For rules 𝑅1, 𝑅2 with the same right item, if 𝑅1. 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 is a substring of 

𝑅2. 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 and 𝑅1. 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 ≥  𝑅2. 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓, 𝑅2 is a redundant rule. 

We give a concrete example to show how pruning methods works. The rules are shown 

in Table 4.2 

 Time Series Association Rule Confidence 

R1 dt->ul 0.75 

R2 ddt->ul 0.75 

R3 dtt->ul 0.84 

Table 4.2 Example rules for pruning 

The three rules are grouped within the same group with the same right item ‘ul’. R1’s 

left item ‘dt’ is a substring of the other two rules. R1’s confidence is equal to R2’s 

confidence. According to definition 2, R2 is a redundant rule. In other words, R1 can 

represent R2. R3’s confidence is more than R1’s, so R3 is not a redundant rule. We can 

infer that the double ‘t’ in R3 has a greater effect on the result ‘ul’ than R1. 

4.1.4 Time Interval 

Time series association rules are different from general association rules because of the 

time interval described in Chapter 2. When we introduce the pruning algorithms, we 

ignored the time interval of the time series association rules. However, the time interval 

can influence the pruning methods in certain situations. 
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The two time series t1 and t2 are shown in Figure 4.2: 

 

Figure 4.2 The time series data with time interval 

There are two time series data t1 and t2; the values on each time series are discretized 

into patterns and represented by letters. ‘a’ ‘b’ and ‘c’ are the patterns in t1, and ‘z’ is 

the patterns in t2. The time series mining algorithms find rules in the time interval T.  

If the rules are mined from the data showed above: 

R1: abc z    conf=0.5 

R2: bcz     conf = 0.5 

‘abc’ and ‘bc’ are the patterns in time series t1, and z is the pattern in time series t2. If 

the confidences of the two rules with the same right item are equal, we can use the 

pruning method to prune R1. 

If we take the time interval into account, for rule R1, the ‘z’ is found in t2 as soon as 

‘abc’ is found in t1, and ‘z’ is found before ‘bc’。 For rule R2, ‘z’ is found after ‘bc’. In 

fact, the two rules R1 and R2 are independent. We cannot prune R1 and use R2 to cover 

the information of R1. 

The problem cannot be solved by the proposed pruning methods because there is no 

extra information what can be used to locate where the patterns start and end. The only 

thing the rules are able to provide are information stating that the patterns were found 

within the time interval. If the rules are mined several times with different time intervals, 

that could solve the problem. 

4.2  Summarizing Time Series Rules 

Given the large number of association rules, we aim for an overview of rules to make 

them more understandable. A good way to achieve this goal is to summarize all the 
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rules. As the number of rules is great, the optimal choice is to prune the rules and then 

summarize the rules remaining. Pruning is a way to cut down redundant rules. However, 

many rules may still remain after pruning.  

Due to the large number of rules, we suppose that many of the rules are similar and 

correlated. We can see the distribution of some left items in Figure 4.1 and right items 

in Figure 4.2. The items are distributed as clusters so we can analyze the relationship 

between the clusters of left items and clusters of right items. 

 

Figure 4.1 Distribution of left items. 
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Figure 4.2 Distribution of right items. 

In our work, we propose the idea of summarizing association rules by summarizing the 

rule clusters, rather than summarizing rules directly. This way, it becomes easy to han-

dle the large number of rules and get the overview of rules at the same time. In addition, 

we use a bipartite graph to present the rule clusters which can present rules to users 

intuitively.  

Our method is divided into three steps: clustering rule items, drawing the bipartite graph 

using the clusters, and finding interesting rule clusters and rules. 

 

4.2.1 Clustering of Items 

“Association rules are often pertained to some aspects and have higher similarity. We 

can categorize the association rules; hence they can be easily understood and used” [12]. 

We use hierarchical clustering to categorize the association rules. It’s a simple and prac-

tical cluster method that can be used to capture the similarity structure of the items. 

Each time do the clustering, the algorithm combines the two closest nodes as one cluster 

and regards the cluster as a new node, and repeats the process until all nodes are in-

cluded in the same cluster [10]. The core of the algorithm is the definition of the dis-

tance between two rules. Because the items are strings, we use the largest common 

sequences’ length to describe the similarity of two rules.  
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After several experiments, we find that clustering the rules causes a problem. Because 

the left and right items in the rules are always too similar. For example, ac → bd and 

acdb → e can be very similar, but the two rules are very different. A solution to this 

problem is to separate the left and right items. The rule cluster is split into two: the left 

item cluster and right item cluster. This is like having a giant rule with two items and 

each item is an item cluster as shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of a rule cluster. 

 

This is the definition of rule cluster and item distance: 

Definition 3: A rule cluster is a rule where the left item is a cluster of left items and the 

right item is a cluster of right items. A rule cluster’s confidence is the average confi-

dence of all the rules in this cluster.  

Definition 4: The item distance between two items is defined as follows: 

Item Distance(item1, item2) =  1 −  
𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑙𝑐𝑠(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚1,𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚2))

𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚1)+𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚2)
 , 

where lcs() is longest common sequence and len() is the length of sequence.  

We use the longest common subsequences to describe the similarity of the two items. 

We consider the factor of the length of the two items. In addition, the distance value 

should be smaller if they are closer. There are some advantages to using the longest 

common sequences. On the one hand, the longest common sequences can keep the same 

order as the item sequences. On the other hand, the longest common sequences can 

ignore some mistakes in the time series data. For example, the two items up-up-up and 

up-level-up are similar, with the exception of the second signal, i.e. the two items de-

scribe a similar pattern: up-up. It is the change trend that we care about.. 

4.2.2 Bipartite Graph Based Association Rules (BIGBAR) 

A. Bipartite Graph Structure 

In the mathematical field of graph theory, a bipartite graph is a graph whose vertices 

can be divided into two disjoint sets, U and V, such that each edge connects a vertex in 

U to one in V. Vertex sets U and V are usually called the parts of the graph. One often 
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writes G=(U,V,E) to denote a bipartite graph whose partition has the parts U and V, with 

E denoting the edges of the graph [25][26]. 

An example bipartite graph is shown in Figure 4.4.  

 

Figure 4.4 Bipartite graph. 

{A,B,C,D,E} the left part of the bipartite graph is an independent set. {R,S,T,U,V}, the 

right part, of the bipartite graph is a disjoint set. The lines are the edges from the left 

part and right part. 

B. Bipartite Graph Based Association Rules (BIGBAR) 

When modelling relations between two different classes of objects, bipartite graphs 

very often arise naturally. 

A bipartite graph has two independent sets of nodes and a set of edges linked between 

the two sets of nodes. We denote one set of nodes as the clusters of the left item and the 

other set as the right item clusters. The nodes in the same set have no links. One edge 

between two nodes denotes there is at least one rule whose left item is in one node and 

right item in the other node. This way, we can draw our bipartite graph. 

We use the BIGBAR algorithm to draw the graph. When we draw the graph, we will 

label the average confidence and number of rules on the edge for each rule cluster. After 

we finish the bipartite graph, we can easily see how different clusters of rules are dis-

tributed according to the graph. 

The BIGBAR algorithm is shown below.  

Algorithm 4.1 Bipartite Graph Based Association Rule (BIGBAR) 

Input: ItemClusterlist: leftclusters, rightclusters 

           Rulelist: rules 

Output: a bipartite graph  
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1:  for rule in rules 

2:    if  rule.left in leftclusters[i] and rule.right in rightclusters[j] 

       3:        if  edge linked with leftclusters[i] and rightclusters[j] 

       4:              tempconf = edge.conf * edge.num 

       5:              edge.num = edge.num + 1 

       6:              edge.conf = (tempconf+rule.conf) / edge.num 

       7:        else  

8:              draw an edge from leftclusters[i] to rightclusters[j] 

       9:              edge.num = 1 

      10:             edge.conf = rule.conf 

      11:       end if 

      12:    end if 

 

The first input includes the cluster lists of the left items and right items. The second 

input is the rules after pruning. We draw one node for each cluster of the left item and 

each cluster of the right item.  

A node represents one cluster of items. We can travel through the list of rules. For each 

rule, we search the left cluster nodes and right cluster nodes for left and right items. If 

there is no edge between the two nodes, we will draw an edge to link them. In addition, 

the edge’s confidence is set to the rule’s confidence and number of rules is set to one. 

If there already is an edge between the left cluster and right cluster, we can recalculate 

the average confidence and add one to the number of rules. When all the rules are been 

processed, we can draw a bipartite graph to represent all the rules. Each pair of the left 

cluster (the left node) and the right cluster (the right node) is regarded as one cluster of 

rules. We can easily see how the rules are distributed according to the statistics on the 

edges. 

The model of BIGBAR is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 Schematic diagram of BIGBAR model. 

4.2.3 How to Summarize Rules 

A. General idea of rules 

Bipartite graph based association rules is a graph with an average confidence and num-

ber of rules for each rule cluster. Using the graph, we can find out how rules are dis-

tributed in rule clusters. It also makes it easy for users to see the general form of the 

rules.  

B. Interesting and uninteresting rule clusters 

In order to summarize the rules, we need to find the interesting or uninteresting rule 

clusters. The graph allows visualizing the whole rule distribution and analyze the inter-

estingness of each cluster. Interestingness criterions in association rules are a lot and 

criterions are different in different situation and application. Confidence is a common 

interestingness criterion. Higher confidence usually represent higher interestingness of 

the rule. 

When it comes to the number of rules, results can be different in different applications. 

For example, the number of rule are few, but the confidence is much higher than the 

rest of rules. These rules are interesting even if they are rare. 

There are three different criterions that can be used with the BIGBAR graph to find 

interesting clusters of rules:  

  Average confidence 
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  Number of rules  

  Both of the above 

Average confidence describe the average interestingness level of all the rules in one 

rule cluster. Usually, the rule clusters with higher confidence are more important rules. 

Average confidence is only one of the confidence related concepts we can record and 

compare. If average confidences are equal, users can use other methods to compare the 

confidence of the rule cluster such as variance. 

The number of rules shows how many rules are found in each rule cluster. Many rules 

in one rule cluster means that the rule cluster has many common rules. But this doesn’t 

means rules in this cluster are interesting. It depends on application. 

In some situations, we need to consider both of the criterions because the rules that are 

infrequent but with higher confidence are interesting rules. However, in some applica-

tions, the rule clusters with both high quantity and high confidence are interesting rule 

clusters. 

C. Summary results  

First, we plan to provide the templates of interesting rule clusters. For a rule cluster, we 

have the left item cluster and right item cluster. We can summarize the cluster and give 

general templates to each item cluster. For example, the left item cluster always has the 

‘up’ pattern and the right item always has the “dl” pattern; we can use the “*up*” and 

“*dl*” templates to represent the left and right item clusters respectively. The corre-

sponding rule cluster is described as ∗ up ∗ → ∗ dl ∗ with its average confidence and 

number of rules in the rule cluster.  

If it’s difficult to summarize the left and right item clusters, we plan to solve this prob-

lem by going back to the rules and show interesting rules in detail. To select representa-

tive rules in rule clusters, we use different strategies. We can choose a fixed number of 

rules of higher confidence in each clusters, or, when appropriate, select a certain pro-

portion (like 10%) of rules of high confidence. Here, we select the top three rules of 

higher confidence to represent each cluster. 

4.3 Summary 

In this section, we describe the process of the methods used. The time series rule prun-

ing method is different from the method for general association rules. We propose a 

quick and easy method to prune the rule groups using the same right and left item sep-

arately. In order to summarize the association rules, we introduce a graph based method 

BIGBAR to analyze rules and to provide three different criterions to summarize the 

rules. 
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5 Implementation 
In this chapter, we will present the design and implementation of the project. We will 

also introduce the developing platform and programing libraries used. Finally, the struc-

ture of the framework and specific steps of the implementation will be described. 

5.1 Platform and Language 

Our project is developed on the Ubuntu operating system. Detailed information about 

the machine and version of Ubuntu are shown in Table 5.1: 

Items Information 

Processor  

Graphics  

OS type 

OS version  

Intel CoreTM2 Duo CPU E7500 @2.93GHz * 2 

Intel Q45/Q43 

64-bit 

Ubuntu 16.10 

Table 5.1 Information about the machine used for the experiment 

 

We choose Python as the programing language because it is suitable and easy to use to 

analyze data. There are many libraries that are useful for the implementation of the 

project. The version of Python used is Python 2.7.12+. We also used a number of librar-

ies: the matplotlib library to help us draw the dendrogram and hierarchical clustering 

graph, as well as scipy library, sklearn library, and numpy library. 

5.2 The Structure of the Framework 

The project consists of four steps: rule preprocessing, rule pruning, running BIGBAR 

algorithm, and rule summarizing. The structure of the framework is shown in Figure 

5.1.  
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Figure 5.1 Structure of the framework. 

 

Data preprocessing is a very important step in data analysis. The input file can be in 

different file formats, and rules stored in different ways. In data preprocessing, we ex-

tract rules from an input file. Also, we classify the rules into different groups according 

to time series names and restore rules for analysis. 
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Rule pruning is divided into two parts. We first group the rules with the same right item 

and carry out pruning in each group. Then we group the remaining rules with the same 

left item and carry out pruning in each group. The order of the two parts can be changed 

because they are independent of each other.  

The third step is the core of the framework. The BIGBAR algorithm is designed for 

rule clusters analysis rather than rule analysis. Before drawing the bipartite graph, we 

need to cluster all the left and right items. The algorithm used is hierarchical clustering, 

which was introduced previously. Then, using the item clusters, we can draw the graph 

using the BIGBAR algorithm. 

The fourth step is to summarize the rules. We can provide different criterions for users 

so that they can make their own choices and settings. The default setting is to select the 

most interesting rule clusters with higher average confidence and larger number of rules. 

Next, we select representative rules in each interesting rule clusters and write to output 

files. A user can also decide how to select the representative rules, but the default setting 

is selecting the top 3 rules with highest confidence. 

 

5.3  Data Preprocessing 

The standard format of rules includes a left item, right item, support and confidence. 

For time series association rules, each rule is connected to two time series. We should 

extract the rules under this rule format and group them into different groups according 

to different time series pairs and restore them into files for later analysis. 

Based on object-oriented programming, we define a class rule using four properties: 

left, right, support and confidence. The pseudo code is shown in Table 5.1 

Class Rule:      # Define a Rule class 

Properties: 

Left        # String of left item 

Right       # String of right item 

Support     # Number of support 

Confidence  # Number of confidence 

Function: 

__init__()   # Constructor function for create a Rule object 

 

Table 5.1 Definition of a rule 

 

When we read the input file, we use regular expressions to extract the left item, right 

item, support, and confidence. The regular expressions we use is shown in Table 5.2. 
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Content Regular expression 

Left item [^ ->]+ 

Right item >(\S+) 

Support [0-9.]+ 

Confidence [0-9.]+ 

Table 5.2 Regular expressions for extracting rules 

 

The results of regular expression extraction are listed. The left item and right item are 

first members of the list. Support and confidence are the first and second member of 

the result list and need to convert into numbers manually. 

The rules are extracted from the input file and regroup with different time series. Finally, 

we restore the rules into different files for future analysis. 

5.4 Implementation of Pruning 

The pruning process is a circle that you can start at one of two entrances. The pruning 

circle is shown in Figure 5.2. 

 
Figure 5.2 Pruning circle. 
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Let’s use the left one to explain the process. The rules enter the pruning circle and then 

they are grouped into different groups and rules in the same group have the same right 

item. Then we will sort the rules by the right item into different groups. In each group, 

we sort them according to the left items. We start by sorting according to the left item 

length first, and if the lengths are the same, we sort items alphabetically. The algorithm 

for sorting is the following: 

After grouping and sorting, we will prune the rules using the pruning algorithm de-

scribed before. We read the rules in order and carry out pruning within the same group. 

We keep a candidate rule list for each group. For each rule, we will see if there is any 

rule in the candidate list that can represent the rule in question, if not, we will add the 

rule to the candidate list otherwise we will prune the rule. When the rules in one group 

are completed, we store the rules in the candidate list and move on to the next group. 

Sorting can makes pruning more efficient because we can make sure that the rules can-

not prune those in front of them. 

The second part of pruning is to prune rules with the same left item. Similarly, we group 

and sort the rule with the same left item. The algorithm is shown as follow: 

 

Algorithm 5.2: Grouping and sorting rules with the same left item 

1. if len(rule1.left) == len(rule2.left)   

2.  if rule1. left == rule2. left 

3.  if len(rule1.right) == len(rule2. right) 

4.  if rule1. right == rule2. right 

Algorithm 5.1: Grouping and sorting rules with the same right item 

1.  if len(rule1.right) == len(rule2.right)   

2.  if rule1.right == rule2.right 

3.  if len(rule1.left) == len(rule2.left) 

4.  if rule1.left == rule2.left 

5.  return rule1.confidence > rule2.confidence #5. Sort by confidence 

6.  else return rule1.left > len(rule2.left)  #4. Sort by left item in dictionary order 

7.  else return len(rule1.left) > len(rule2.left)  #3. Sort by length of left item 

8.  else return rule1.right > rule2.right  #2. Sort by right item in dictionary order 

9.  else return len(rule1.right) > len(rule2.right)  #1.sort by length of right item 
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5.  return rule1.confidence > rule2.confidence #5. Sort by confidence 

6.  else return rule1.right > len(rule2.right) #4.Sort by right item in dictionary order 

7.  else return len(rule1.right) > len(rule2.right)  #3. Sort by length of right item 

8.  else return rule1.left > rule2.left  #2. Sort by left item in dictionary order 

9.  else return len(rule1.left) > len(rule2.left)  #1.sort by length of left item 

 

After sorting and grouping, the process of pruning is the same as the pruning with the 

same right item.  

5.5 Implementation of the BIGBAR Method 

The materials we need to draw the bipartite graph based association rules are a cluster 

list of left items, a cluster list of right items and list of all rules. To start, we draw the 

left and right nodes to represent each left and right item cluster. 

An example graph is shown in Figure 5.3. We read the rules one by one. We find the 

cluster that the rule’s left item belongs to and the cluster that the rule’s right item be-

longs to. If there is no link between the two nodes (the blue node represents the left 

cluster and the red represents the right cluster), we will draw an edge from the blue 

node to the red node. The average confidence is set to the rule’s confidence and the 

number of rules is set to 1. If there is already an edge between the two nodes, then we 

update the average confidence and add one to the number of rules for this edge. 
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Figure 5.3 Example of drawing a bipartite graph. 

 

5.6 Summarizing Rules 

In this project, we summarize the rule clusters rather than summarizing the rules directly, 

as the number of rules is too great. We search for interesting rule clusters which can 

supply more general information than the interesting rules. 

There are different criterions that can be used to summarize rule clusters and to select 

representative rules in each rule cluster. Also, a user can define his or her own criterions. 

The common criterions are shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.3 Criterions for summarizing. 

 

In our implementation, we choose both average confidence and number of rules for 

summarizing the rule clusters and the top 3 rules for selecting representative rules in 

each interesting rule cluster. We can observe the rule clusters in the graph, but the in-

teresting rule clusters are found using calculation. The most interesting rule cluster has 

the highest confidence and largest number of rules. We select the top 3 rules for each 

rule cluster. 

5.7 Summary 

In this chapter, we explain the implementation of our project. We use Python to develop 

our algorithms on Ubuntu operation system. Several of the Python libraries used in this 

project are good for data mining and analysis. We described the four steps of our work 

in detail, including data processing, rules pruning, the BIGBAR algorithm and rules 

summary. 
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6 Experiment and Results 
In this chapter, we describe the experiments and present the results. The experiment 

data is time series association rules mined from sensor data.  

6.1  Data Set 

The experiment data is a large set of time series association rules from [3]. There are a 

total 198,405 association rules from 23*23 pairs of time series data. All the rules are 

stored in one file and each rule for one line. The rules are mined under the criterions: 

the support is not bigger than 0.1 and the confidence is higher than 0.5. Some of the 

rules are shown in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1 Example rules in the input file. 
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For example, in line 75767 “dpp  dp  9  0.9”, the left item is ‘dpp’ and right item is 

‘dp’ and the support number of rules is 9 and the confidence is 0.9. 

6.2 Rules Pruning 

First, we preprocess the rules and prune the redundant rules. Some of the results are 

shown in Figure 6.1. In the figure, the label on the left are the sensor name pairs, for 

example, “time series D2” and “time series C1”. The histogram and number on the right 

show the number of pruned and remaining rules. For example, we pruned 493 rules 

which accounts for 95% of total rules. 27 rules were left for the sensor pair “time series 

D2” and “time series C1”. As we can see, there are many redundant and uninteresting 

rules in the sets of rules. 
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Figure 6.1 Pruning results. 

6.3 Hierarchical Clustering of Items 

We carry out hierarchical clustering of the remaining rules on both the left items and 

right items. We choose to show the result of sensor “time series P2” and sensor “time 

series T2” at random. There are a total 332 rules, and 106 left after pruning. There are 

17 different left items that can be divided into 3 clusters and 25 different right items 
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that can be divided into 5 clusters as shown by the dendrogram in Figure 6.2 and Figure 

6.3. 

 

Figure 6.2   Left item clusters. 

 

Figure 6.3 Right item clusters. 

 

6.4 BIGBAR Drawing 

As Figure 6.4 shows, we draw the nodes to denote the left item and right item clusters. 

For this example, there are 3 left part nodes and 5 right part nodes. The name of the 

clusters is related to the color in the dendrogram. (R for red, G for green etc.) If there 

is a rule from cluster A to cluster B, we can add an edge from Node A to Node B (if 

there already is an edge, this step is skipped) and update its average confidence and the 

number of rules on the edge. As the principle of other clusters is the same, we only 

present one cluster of left items and related statistics.  
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Figure 6.4 Bipartite graph of rule clusters. 

6.5 Summarizing Rules 

From the bipartite graph in Figure 6.4, a lot of information is easily available. First of 

all, the rules are well-organized and classified into different rule clusters. We can see 

how many clusters of both left items and right items exist in the graph. Each cluster 

contains items with similar structure, which means that they can be considered one class 

of items.  

Relations in rules are bidirectional. Given a cluster of left items, we can find the infor-

mation of the corresponding right item clusters, which can be used for the prediction 

and decision making. Given a cluster of right items, we can know how many clusters 

of the left item can lead to the right ones. This is useful when trying to find the reasons 

behind the appearance of certain patterns. 

In Figure 6.4, the rules are presented in a hierarchical way, but looking at the figure this 

is not something that can be seen, because only one level of the hierarchical clusters is 

shown. Each rule cluster can be split into small rule clusters. We can get the hierarchical 

bipartite graph from the high-level clusters from the low-level clusters using the 

BIGBAR algorithm iteratively. The high-level rule clusters provide more generalized 

information while the low-level rule clusters can provide more detail information. In 

the lowest level, the rule clusters can be single rules which is the same as the rule sets.  
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6.5.1 Comparison of Different Rule Clusters 

If the aim is to present interesting rules to users, we need to find the interesting rule 

clusters. The comparison of different rule clusters with the same left item cluster is 

shown in Figure 6.5 

 

Figure 6.5 comparison of different rule clusters. The x-axis of the label of different right 

item clusters for a given left item cluster is the R1 cluster. The y-axis on the left is the 

number of rules for each rule cluster, and the y-axis on the right is the average confi-

dence of each rule cluster. 

If we are given a right item cluster, we can also know the difference between different 

left item clusters. This is shown in Figure 6.6. 

 

Figure 6.6 Cmparison of Different Rule Clusters 
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6.5.2 Extracting Interesting Rules  

Using to Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, you can find the difference between each rule cluster. 

If we want to find the interesting rule clusters, the interestingness definition should be 

determined. 

Different interestingness can be used as mentioned in Chapter 5. We choose the inter-

esting rule clusters using both number of rules and average confidence and interesting 

rules as shown in Table 6.1. 

Interesting rule clusters include many rules. We choose the top three representative 

rules to show in Table 6.1. 

 

 

 

Interesting Rule Clusters Interesting Rules 

R1 Cluster ->C2 Cluster dp->uuu     [conf=1.0] 

pd->uu      [conf=1.0] 

pp->uuuu    [conf=1.0] 

C1 Cluster -> C2 Cluster ut -> uu      [conf=1.0] 

td ->uuu     [conf=1.0] 

tt -> uuu     [conf=1.0] 

G1 Cluster -> M2 Cluster lu -> dt       [conf=0.9] 

llu -> td      [conf=0.9] 

lu -> ddt     [conf=0.8] 

G1 Cluster -> Y2 Cluster llu -> ud     [conf=0.8] 

lu -> du      [conf=0.8] 

llu -> uddd   [conf=0.7] 

Table 6.1 Interesting Rules 

6.6 Discussion 

In Table 6.1, we choose interesting rule clusters according to both the average confi-

dence and number of rules. “R1 Cluster ->C2 Cluster” has the largest number of rules 

and highest average confidence. However, users can choose their own method of se-

lecting interesting rule clusters. For example, with high average confidence but fewer 

number of rules may be more useful in some situations. The representative rules for 
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each interesting rule cluster are the top three rules in confidence. Other strategies can 

also be used, such as selecting the top 10% of the rules on confidence. 

For the extension of Figure 6.4, we can draw a chain of bipartite graphs. If we have two 

rules from sensor A to sensor B, e.g. “up->dt”, and time series B to time series C, e.g. 

“dt->pl”, “dt” is the pattern in time series B. It is the right item of the first rule and the 

left item of the second rule. This allows drawing a chain of the graph as seen in Figure 

6.6. The yellow nodes represent the items in time series A, the green nodes represent 

the items in time series B, and the blue nodes represent the items in time series C.  

Another type of rule is the multiple items in one rule. For example, for a three-item rule: 

“up->dl->pt” in time series X, Y and Z means that if there is a “up” pattern in time 

series X, there will be a “dl” pattern in time series Y, followed by a “pt” pattern in time 

series Z. If the yellow nodes represent the items in time series X, and the green nodes 

represent the items in time series Y, and the blue nodes represent the items in time series 

Z. This allows drawing the graph in Figure 6.6. 

 

Figure 6.6 Bipartite graph chain. 

 

Through the bipartite graph chain, we can easily find the interesting chain of rules. It’s 

possible to find the relationship between not only two sensors, but multiple sensors 

within the same chain. 
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6.7 Summary 

In this chapter, we present the experiment data and results. We follow the steps of the 

rule analysis and present results for each step. The results of the steps are shown in 

figures or graphs. Based on the results, we can organize the rule clusters into a bipartite 

graph and summarize the interesting rule clusters and interesting rules.  
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7 Conclusion and future work 
Time series association rules (temporal association rules) mining leads into a new world 

of association rules in the big data field. However, there are still many challenges. One 

of the biggest challenges is to understand the large number of rules mined.  

In this project, a framework is introduced to interpret the large number of rules, making 

them understandable. The pruning step aims to find the rules that can represent other 

rules or that carry more information than other rules. The number of rules can be re-

duced by a lot. 

The second step summarizes the remaining rules using the bipartite graph association 

rules analysis method, which allows showing the distribution of the rules and summa-

rizing the interesting clusters of rules. 

Temporal association rules can be mined between multiple sensors. So it’s more com-

plex to prune and summarize the multi-item rules. This is also a big problem that needs 

to be solved in the future. 

 

7.1 Ethical Considerations 

This project aimed to summarize time series association rules. The purpose is to help 

users to understand the rules. However, the data set has been provided by a company, 

and trade secrets could be involved. 
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